
Name Music Department: Live Chat with Faculty and Students

WC: Madison Hollenbeck

Hi y’all, thank you for joining us today. We have Amy Dodds, Senior Lecturer of Music and Director of String Studies, Doug 
Scarborough, Associate Professor of Music, Jackie Wood, Senior Lecturer of Music and Director of Collaborative Piano, and 
current student Yana Miakshyla '21

WC: Doug Scarborough

Hi, my name is Doug Scarborough. So nice to talk today to you all! I am the director of the top jazz band and jazz combos here at 
Whitman. I also enjoy teaching private lessons on trombone and improvisation, as well as classes in music theory, the Beatles, 
and songwriting. I believe strongly in helping students develop their creativity in music, whether that’s via improvisation, 
composition, or interpretation. I came to Whitman ten years ago from Mississippi, where I grew up immersed in the blues and R’
n’B. Currently, the music I write blends jazz with Middle Eastern music

WC: Amy Dodds
Hello, everyone! Looking forward to hearing from you today. I organize all the string applied music, teach chamber music, music 
theory, and a course on women's compositions.

WC: Jackie Wood
Welcome! I am Jackie Wood and I teach piano and Collaborative Piano and play for Chamber Singers and Chorale! I've been at 
Whitman for about 30 years and love teaching students who represent every discipline at Whitman.

WC: Yana Miakshyla '21
Hi! My name is Yana Miakshyla. I am a rising senior (fourth-year student) majoring in Music (Standard track). I am also an 
international student from Belarus.

Piper
Hi, my name is Piper and have a few questions. What is the audition process to join a choir ensemble? How many ensembles are 
there, and how do scholarships play into it?

Aziz

Hello! I am interested in music minor but don't have much experience in music theory although I went to Rock School Mostar 
where students work individually with teachers (I did piano and vocals) and prepare for themed concerts. So I'm interested if I'm 
able to study music without much prior knowledge. Also I'm from Bosnia so I would like to know more on the Balkan Ensamble 
(as that is my culture)

WC: Doug Scarborough good questions - let's try to break those up an answer them

WC: Doug Scarborough
Hi Piper, one answer is that we have many ensembles: Chorale (70-ish singers), Chamber Singers (25), Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, 
Jazz Big bands (2), Collaborative Piano, other chamber groups, as well!

WC: Amy Dodds

Hi, Aziz! We teach music at all levels here, welcoming all students. It sounds like you might have more theory experience in your 
ear than you might realize, and we have easy ways of assessing your theory background if you'd like to take a theory courses. 
Ensembles are auditioned to ensure a good experience, but are otherwise open to auditioners of all backgrounds. There are 
numerous student groups on campus who jam together in some ways that you might be interested in. Thanks for the question!

WC: Jackie Wood

Hi Piper. The audition process for joining Chorale, the large vocal ensemble, is this: you sing for Prof. Cannaday to let him place 
you in the proper section. All are accepted! For Chamber Singers, the smaller ensemble, there is an audition process. The 
Chamber Singers is about 20 singers. If you are selected for Chamber Singers you are also required to sing in Chorale. More 
singing great repertoire! Does this answer your question?

WC: Amy Dodds
Hello, Piper. Our ensembles are one way to qualify for music applied lesson scholarships, and we award those as long as we have 
funding for them. Other scholarship situations are handled through the Admissions office. Does that help?

Piper Yes this does, when do the auditions usually happen?

WC: Doug Scarborough

Aziz, That's cool about your prior experience, and your Bosnian heritage! Unfortunately, our Balkan music professor left a couple 
years ago, so we no longer offer those classes or ensembles. You may have still seen them on our catalog (as we hope to one day 
be able to offer it again.)

WC: Amy Dodds

We have been through our larger audition cycle for merit scholarship offers, but Admissions keeps track of those on a rolling 
basis as we hear back about enrollments. In the fall, we often find ways to allocate additional lesson scholarships as long as 
funding is available.

WC: Doug Scarborough Aziz, to hopefully answer your other question about studying music without much experience, the answer is yes!

WC: Jackie Wood
The auditions happen during the first week of school. If you want to take voice lessons and sing in a vocal ensemble you may be 
eligible for a lesson scholarship for those lessons.

Aziz
Oh that's unfortunate. Well, thanks for the information. I am definitely excited to challenge myself with music theory and learn 
more because I did some work independently on the piano. I was also a member of my School's choir so might try that instead.

Piper
Ok, good to know. I was also wondering how music scholarships come into play with ensembles, are people with scholarships 
required to join one and/or do they have advantages of getting into one?

WC: Yana Miakshyla '21

Aziz, I have been part of Chamber singers for a while and I am planning to join Chorale next semester. Miles Canaday, the 
conductor, tries to choose really diverse repertoire in different languages, so I am sure you can challenge yourself by taking 
Chamber Singers and/or Chorale! And you can also contribute if he chooses some Balkan repertoire :

WC: Doug Scarborough Aziz, sounds like you might really excel in Jazz Piano lessons.

WC: Amy Dodds
Music merit scholarships usually are combined with applied lesson scholarships. As a small, highly personalized school, our 
ensembles stay a healthy size by linking scholarships with ensemble participation. 

Piper Ok, good to know. Thank you

WC: Amy Dodds My pleasure, Piper!

Aziz
Doug, I actually do find jazz piano fascinating and something that I would like to explore. I was always too scared to do it alone 
because I haven't had the chance or a teacher.

WC: Doug Scarborough Very cool. We can highly personalize your lessons, to adjust them to precisely your skill level AND particular stylistic interests!



WC: Yana Miakshyla '21

Cameryn, yes! There are several a capella groups on campus. One of them is Chamber Singers (which counts as an academic 
credit). There are several student-led a capella groups: Schwa, Testostertones, and Sirens of Swank. They are a lot of fun, 
independent, and have their own audition process. Also, you can become part of Freedom Singers -- a group that prepares 
performances for the annual Freedom Zine concert (social justice kind of repertoire! Really powerful!)

WC: Amy Dodds
Aziz, a couple of us faculty have taken a jazz piano lesson or two from our colleague so we totally get it, and support such 
explorations!

WC: Amy Dodds

I wanted to let everyone on this chat board know that we have a nicely balanced offering of academic-credit performance classes 
and activity credit ones. That way, your valuable time spent in music counts as part of your schoolwork load and helps you keep 
you balanced.

WC: Jackie Wood We also support the study of classical piano with jazz piano. The two disciplines are wonderful to study simultaneously!

WC: Doug Scarborough

And just to give you all a general sense of things, we graduate about 10 music majors per year, although a full QUARTER of our 
student body takes music courses at some point. In other words, it's a very active healthy scene. One can get as much or as little 
involved as one wants!

WC: Yana Miakshyla '21 I did that :)  (classical & jazz piano)

WC: Doug Scarborough Aziz, so related question, what's the music scene like where you are?

WC: Amy Dodds And what parts of the world are we hearing from?

Sylvia

Hi, my name is Sylvie, I'm from Seattle and I'm looking to continue playing flute in an ensemble at Whitman. I was wondering 
what the level of intensity and selectiveness is for your wind ensemble? I plan on majoring in political science but I still want to 
pursue music while on campus.

WC: Amy Dodds
Hi, Sylvie, welcome! Our flute teacher has a student giving a virtual recital very soon on Facebook; I'll try to look up that link. Our 
wind ensemble director is terrific and fun, and quite welcoming to many experience levels.

WC: Doug Scarborough
Hi Sylvia, we have flutes in our Orchestra and Wind Ensemble, and to answer your question, I'd say if you've been playing in high 
school, you would be able to get in.

Doug Auditions to all ensembles are held in the first week of the Fall semester, too

WC: Jackie Wood
Hi Sylvia, good to meet you on the chat board! Just to affirm your plan to major in political science while continuing in music, we 
absolutely encourage that broad disciplinary approach. Wind ensemble is a wonderful group to join.

WC: Amy Dodds
Sylvie, the Walla Walla Symphony Facebook page is where the flute feature will be. https://wwsymphony.us12.list-manage.
com/track/click?u=2a584252ed9a55dddfbf11a92&id=73f5aa9b68&e=d0cdfac1bf

Evan

Hi, I was wondering are lessons on specific instruments offered to everybody or just majors? Also, do you need prior experience 
on these instruments or can you pick up a new one? Finally, I play the bass and I was wondering if all ensemble opportunities are 
open to everyone?

Sylvia Thank you so much for the info!

WC: Amy Dodds
And our instrument teachers love meeting with students during the decision making process; Lori Parnicky is our flute teacher if 
you'd like to be in touch about lessons. lparnicky@wwps.org is her email.

WC: Amy Dodds Sylvie, it's our pleasure!

WC: Doug Scarborough

Hi Evan! Ensemble opportunities for double bass are Orchestra and Jazz Big Band 1 and 2, or one of the jazz combos. On electric, 
you could play in the Jazz Big Bands or Combos. Our main bass prof. is Michael Simon, but I teach some electric bass students as 
well.

WC: Yana Miakshyla '21
Hi, Evan! Everyone can take a private lesson. There is usually a $400 fee per one credit (maximum is 2 so it can cost $800) BUT 
this fee can be waived for you if you can't afford it. You do not need any prior experience in an instument.

WC: Doug Scarborough Evan, just curious, is your experience classical, jazz, or both?

Evan I play both

WC: Doug Scarborough awesome

WC: Yana Miakshyla '21 Oh wow, that's awesome! I love both classical and jazz bass.

WC: Yana Miakshyla '21 One of the most mesmerizing jazz solos I've ever watched was on a bass.

WC: Doug Scarborough Can you give me an idea of your level of experience? (btw, we have quite a healthy group of bassists here)

WC: Doug Scarborough Evan, random thought, my new favorite bass players are Hadrien Feraud and Richard Bona!

Evan I started playing double bass in 7th grade after a few years of cello. In 9th grade I started playing electric bass in jazz.

WC: Amy Dodds Evan, one fun thing about our town is that various small student groups often go gigging at various local venues.

WC: Doug Scarborough and they all need bass! :)

Evan That's awesome

WC: Jackie Wood Evan, the lesson fees can potentially be offset with scholarship money provided you enroll in the appropriate ensemble.

WC: Doug Scarborough Evan, ok that sounds like quite a solid foundation you have. I'm happy to hear that.

WC: Doug Scarborough Our jazz combo plays about 30 gigs a year. We also have an R'n'B combo. More combos can be created, in whatever genre.

WC: Amy Dodds
Any other questions out there on the chat board we haven't touched on yet? We are happy to discuss our performing spaces, 
practice facilities, etc.

WC: Doug Scarborough
We're so excited you all are looking at Whitman! You will definitely be challenged, but the result is well worth it. Have we 
mentioned that about half of music majors also double major in other fields?

Evan Is there a way to rent or borrow an instrument from the school?



WC: Doug Scarborough
Evan, we have at least one double bass to check out. Also a couple electric basses. These can be checked out at NO CHARGE. We 
have plenty of free lockers as well.

Aziz
Sorry Doug, i wasn't here, but to answer your question: the music scene here is catastrophic in recent years in my opinion. But 
Balkans had a golden age in the 80s and 70s so that's the music that inspires me! It's very interesting.

WC: Doug Scarborough And a 3-story music building with many practice rooms available at first-come basis.

WC: Doug Scarborough I'll have to check it out. Any recommendations?

WC: Amy Dodds

Aziz, you would have such interesting conversations with one of my graduates. She and I organized a concert of music from many 
Balkan areas, pointing out the intersections of music making and politics. It's an example of how individualized projects our 
students come up with.

WC: Amy Dodds Aziz, that student moved to Serbia after graduating. She had studied abroad there.

WC: Amy Dodds
Does anyone have questions about balancing study abroad with music? We take great care to align our course schedules to make 
this possible without threatening the continuity of your music studies.

Aziz
Hmm definitely group called "Denis I Denis" (songs: 'Soba 23' and 'Program Tvog Kompjutera") and the Eurovision winner 'Rock 
me Baby's by Riva. Also check out 'EKV' band, and the song 'Mustafa' by 'Bebi Dol' which is my favorite.

WC: Doug Scarborough Ok - just took a screen shot of that. :)

WC: Amy Dodds Many schools offer correlating performance programs and really interesting elective courses in the music of their locations.

Aziz Amy, that is an interesting approach to music in the Balkans! Is there like a way to see that like a paper? I would love to see it

WC: Jackie Wood Thanks for for the heads up on these groups and songs!

WC: Amy Dodds
I will search back in my printed programs. Al-Andalus, a group from Portland, OR, joined us for this program. They have a good 
online presence.

WC: Madison Hollenbeck
Hi all, it looks like questions are winding down. We'll stick around for a few more minutesto answer any last questions you may 
have.

WC: Amy Dodds My email is doddsan@whitman.edu since those programs are in another location...:)

WC: Madison Hollenbeck We appreciate you joining us all today - the conversation has been great!

Aziz
My pleasure! I played one song on one of my concerts called "Crni Ples" but its available only on vinyl and there are some 
versions on YouTube.

WC: Doug Scarborough Great chatting with you all! Hope you come to Whitman!

WC: Amy Dodds Aziz, if you email me, I'll be able to email you back with that info when I can get it.

WC: Amy Dodds
Nice talking with all of you as you came by! Please don't hesitate to reach out via email if we can answer any individual questions 
not covered here!

Evan Thank you so much for all your help

WC: Doug Scarborough absolutely Evan

WC: Amy Dodds Hope to see you this fall!

Aziz Thank you! I just emailed you!

WC: Yana Miakshyla '21
Thank you all for your questions! If you want to talk to me about anything Music-at-Whitman-related, feel free to email me at 
miakshy@whitman.edu.

WC: Amy Dodds Perfect, Aziz! Looking forward to seeing you this fall!

WC: Madison Hollenbeck
I'll stick around for a few more minutes if there are other questions. Otherwise you can email me at hollenmc@whitman.edu if 
there is anything I can help with. There are also chats for Physics and Semester in the West later today!


